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Abstract

A portfolio decision analysis strategic planning tool was developed for the Facilities Management Office at the University of Arkansas. The tool provides information to support budget allocation decisions based on their Strategic Planning Project List, project attributes (e.g., seat utilization, scheduling preferences, and sustainability rank), and budget constraints. The projects are evaluated using multiobjective decision analysis. We introduce dynamic value functions, which vary the range of the value measures based on the planning horizon, to evaluate the projects. We determine facilities portfolios based on the project values and constraints using Linear Programming. In addition, insightful reports are generated, which provide the stakeholders and decision makers visibility in the data trends that might affect the budget allocation in the future (e.g., student enrollment, fees increase).
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The purpose of this research was to develop a strategic planning decision support tool, which integrates the information the Facilities Management team at the University of Arkansas needs to recommend decisions on their strategic budget allocation for campus construction and renovation. A literature review set the theoretical background of the thesis. Several published decision analysis papers were reviewed, ultimately setting precedence for a new proposed method called “dynamic multiobjective value functions”. Events and discussions that enabled the thesis development are discussed in the Background chapter. Extensive information and resources were necessary to understand how decisions are currently being made, as well as some historical trends in building utilization and student growth, which are discussed in the methods section. A proposed method of decision analysis is discussed in the Decision Model Development section, which contains the logic for resource allocation. The development of the Strategic Planning Tool is then discussed, the construction of the Excel macro enabled spreadsheet allows the Facilities Management team to gain visibility for their construction decisions. The model provides an optimum portfolio of decisions that helps the FAMA team to guide their yearly construction budgeting. A discussion of results is included in the next section, which highlights some possible assumptions that might be important for the decision makers to consider while interpreting the results from the Strategic Tool. Finally, conclusions are drawn based on the results and conclusions, which encourages future researchers to expand the idea of dynamic multiobjective value functions.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction to Decision Analysis Process

The Decision Analysis Process is a decision framework introduced by Gregory S. Parnell and Terry A. Bresnick in their book “Handbook of Decision Analysis”. It is a 10 step process that allows the decision makers to consider every possible aspect of the decision, regardless of its complexity. An illustration of the process is shown below:

![Decision Analysis Process](image)

Figure 2.1 Decision Analysis Process

It is an iterative process that can be modified according to the problem being analyzed. It is not necessary to go strictly through the 10 steps, as long as the step omission is justified. As an example, step number 4, Designing Decision Alternatives, was omitted from the thesis work because the alternatives where already crafted and designed by the stakeholders. In addition to the steps present in the Decision Analysis Process, we can see that there are 12 environmental factors outside of the Process, inside the Decision Frame. These environmental factors refer to the different ways the decision process can affect the stakeholders and decision makers, as well as the range of consequences present in different categories. Each decision may be affected by
the environmental factors in the Decision Analysis Process. The application of the process to this thesis work is discussed in the Methods Chapter.

2.2 Value Modeling

Value modeling is a systems engineering methodology that has as a main objective the “evaluation of candidate alternatives” (Parnell, Driscoll and Henderson 326). It aims to provide a quantitative/qualitative value to our alternatives. It is highly important to construct the value model in a way that fits the stakeholders’ vision of the alternatives’ value. Research and stakeholder analysis are needed in order to efficiently define our value model. The following key concepts in value modeling allow us understand a defined approach to modeling the stakeholders needs:

**Fundamental Objective:** The main goal or objective the stakeholders are trying to achieve.

**Value Measure:** It assesses a value for each objective that is defined in order to achieve the fundamental objective. Examples can include: the percentage of utilization of a campus building. Depending on the value function’s shape, the value measure will change. Assuming that the function is linear increasing, we can assume that as the building’s utilization increases, the value measure for that objective will increase equally for each equal increment as well.

**Qualitative Value Model:** The stakeholders’ definition of qualitative values. From defining which is the fundamental objective, to defining which specific objectives and value measures are going to define value.

**Functional Value Hierarchy:** The representation of the value model that represents the relationship between the functions, objectives and value measures.

**Weights:** Each value measure will be assigned a “priority” or weight, which defines the importance of each value measure, as well as the range of its measurement scale. The term is
also referred to as “swing weights”, because it assesses the impact of “swinging” the value measure from its worst to best level (range). The traditional approach in defining the range of measurement scale is by defining fixed best and worst scores on a value measure. In the building utilization example, we could define the range of measurement 0 as being the worst, and 100 as being the best. The proposed value model in this thesis work aims to define the range of measurement with an upper boundary defined by historical data and forecasting, which could change as more data is analyzed and considered. Using our previous example, the upper boundary for utilization could be 70% based on the average utilization of each building possible alternative being analyzed. The value measure “swings” from that reduced range of measurement, which as a consequence provides a higher score in a value model in the reduced range as opposed to 0 to 100%. This avoids having a broadly defined scale range which would undervalue the alternatives in earlier time horizons. The concept of “dynamic range value modeling” will be discussed more in depth in Chapter 6.

Score: A specific numerical value in the value measure that represents the performance of an alternative.

Value Function: “A function that assigns value to a value measure’s score: (Parnell, Driscoll and Henderson 327). It assesses the returns to scale or the value out of the total range of the value measure. Value functions can have different shapes that assess value in a different way over the range of the value measure

Room utilization percentage in a building is a typical example of a linear increasing value function shape. As the room utilization in a building increase, the building will technically have more scheduled classes and more students, therefore, it has more value as opposed to a building which is barely used and has a really low room utilization percentage.
Value functions can either be discrete or continuous, as long as they represent and assign value to each possible score in the value measure. A specific function can have one or more objectives, as long as each objective is defined by at least a value measure. Each objective is going to have a “priority” or weight that will assess importance in respect to the total value of an alternative. The sum of the priorities must equal to 1. As an example, we can assume that the decision objective is to provide high quality, sustainable facilities for the U of A, where the alternatives are the prospective buildings to be constructed, and the functions being: Improve classroom and laboratory space, improve facilities sustainability, and improve research space. The value hierarchy provides the structure of how value is defined for each alternative, so in the case that the decision makers would like to decide for a single alternative, they would simply pick up the best alternative based on highest value. But what about other quantitative factors that drive the majority of the decisions we make today, such as money? Going back to the construction example, we might have a project that provides the highest value compared to other alternatives, but might cost us 10 times to fund the project than the others. The decision makers might end up picking a building that even though it does not provide the highest value, it might be the cheapest option. At the end, the decision makers are the ones that make the call. In addition to the previous statement, what happens if there is a budget available, and more than one option or alternative can be selected? This is called Portfolio Decision Analysis, which is discussed in the next section.

2.3 Portfolio Decision Analysis
According to the “Portfolio Decision Analysis: Improved Methods for Resources Allocation”, which is a book contributed by numerous authors in the Decision Analysis field, Portfolio Decision Analysis (PDA) can be defined as “a body of theory, methods and practice which seeks
to help decision makers make informed selections from a set of alternatives through mathematical modeling (Keisler). Based on the previous definition, there are two main things that stand out. First, the purpose of PDA is to support decision makers. Portfolio decision analysis does not make the decision for the decision makers. PDA is in its majority quantitative, so there are usually qualitative factors that need to be considered by the decision makers before making the final decision. Second, the mathematical modeling is adjusted based on the needs of the stakeholders. Optimization constraints or value measures changes are just some examples of how the mathematical modeling might change according to the context of the decision and the decision makers’ guidance.

A single decision is the same as a constrained portfolio analysis to select one alternative. A set of decisions provide more value compared to a single solution. If we assume that partial funding is possible for construction alternatives, we can define a constraint that would require at least a fixed percentage of the total cost of the alternative, like 50% as an example. However, the more constraints we add into the system, the less the potential value of the portfolio since active constraints reduce the decision space.

PDA has multiple applications, ranging from Financial Portfolio budget allocation, to selection of new possible vaccines or medicines in the drug industry. The alternative screening and the amount of research and development in the previous examples might differ significantly, but the idea behind the selection is the same, select alternatives that provide the most value for given resources.

Jeffrey Keisler’s chapter on “Portfolio Decision Quality” (Keisler) provides us an additional understanding of how the value of a portfolio depends on characteristics of portfolio decisions,
as well as the cost of the alternatives. He discusses the tradeoff between increasing precision of the alternatives’ value versus cost estimates in the portfolio decision analysis. An example is provided that allows understanding the importance of information and prioritization, which is shown in the following figure:

![Figure 2.2 Information and prioritization in a simple portfolio](image)

If there is no prioritization or information included in the portfolio, the portfolio benefit will follow a linear curve. As the quality of the prioritization method or the information that is used increases, the portfolio benefit will increase as well. The figure is an example of how perfect information and prioritization provides a significant value increase in the portfolio for not much of a budget increase. The partial prioritization illustrated in the figure is how priority index, one common method used in decision analysis, increases the value of the portfolio as opposed to no prioritization or information. Priority index is used to construct the portfolio’s scope in the thesis work, which is discussed in the Chapter 5.

Lawrence D. Phillips on Chapter 3 of the “Portfolio Decision Analysis” (Phillips) book discusses in a similar way the idea of priority index. He introduces “risk” as part of the value ratio that
allows us to understand how prioritization applies to the thesis work. The equation mentioned in the chapter is the following:

\[
PI = \frac{\text{Risk adjusted benefit}}{\text{Cost}}
\]

Barbara Fasolo, Alec Morton, and Detlof von Winterfeldt in their “Behavioral Issues in Portfolio Decision Analysis” chapter warn us about how modeling should be effectively enough to avoid going astray (Fasolo, Morton and Detlof von 151). Several mistakes can occur while defining the model that might incorrectly assess value, and as a consequence, provide inaccurate results. It is mentioned how decision makers (DMs) can erroneously assess value functions that mislead to an incorrect decision. “The benefits can be incorrectly defined for a particular project, focusing on a single dimension of benefits where multiple benefits are relevant” (Fasolo, Morton and Detlof von 151). Incorrectly defining project cost or the budget available for the alternatives is another common mistake DMs should be careful about. Underestimating the alternatives’ cost can lead to overestimating the budget constraint. On the contrary, overestimating the alternatives’ cost will underestimate the budget constraint. Finally, the DMs might accurately define the alternatives cost as well as the function’s shape and weights, but incorrectly defining the optimization problem. Omitting or adding irrelevant constraints will produce unreliable results that could mislead DMs by producing incorrect solutions. In reality, there is no decision model that defines the problem we are dealing with perfectly, however, the model should be accurate enough to give us an understanding of what the current problem is, as well as the solution to that defined problem. Decision framing is a useful technique to correctly define the optimization problem, which is discussed in section 4.4.
Chapter 3: Background

3.1 Project Initiation

Unprecedented enrollment increase in the past years has forced the University of Arkansas to undertake one of its largest, longest construction and renovation program in its history. Chancellor David G. Gearhart has mentioned that in order for the University to deliver academic excellence, they should establish goals and milestones for its renovation program. Becoming a top 50 public research university by 2021 is one of the primary goals. The scale of change has been astonishing, which is forcing the University to consider Facilities Management portfolio decision analysis methods of resource allocation for their prospective building renovation and constructions. The idea was suggested by Dr. Edward A Pohl, current Industrial Engineering department head at the University of Arkansas, to Mike Johnson, Associate Vice Chancellor for Facilities. Being part of the Decision Modeling class, I was given the opportunity to develop the mathematical model using Multiple Objective Decision Analysis (MODA) and Portfolio Decision Analysis. After the class was finalized, the growing interest in the project led me to take an additional class in Portfolio Decision Analysis that would allow me to further understand the theoretical concepts needed for the future thesis. The fall semester of 2014, Mike Johnson decided to fund the thesis to make the computer based tool development possible. It is important to mention that FAMA is not in charge of all the building renovations and infrastructure on campus. The Athletics department has their own funding and resource allocation decisions. Their budgeting sources come from different entities. The financial sources used by the Facilities Management Office for construction and funding of their projects will be explained in the Value Modeling section.
3.2 Current Decision Process
Before the thesis’ development, building recommendations were based on FAMA analysis and facility committee recommendations. Mike Johnson’s team worked together and held several meetings throughout the year to consolidate the Facility Renewal Future Targets Plan. The Facilities Renewal Plan is then presented by Chancellor Gearhart to the Board of Trustees. The recommendations are approved or rejected by the Board. In addition to the Renewal Plan Approval, the majority of the decisions have to go to by the same Board of Trustees. In the case the Facilities Management team would want to push for a tuition increase in their Facilities Fee paid for each student in the University, which as a consequence would give them additional available budget, it would still have to go through the approval procedures described previously. Another example could be issuing bonds to investors for a specific year to fund-raise critical projects that have to be delivered. Despite the fact that people with vast experience in different fields provide inputs to these decisions, there were still limitations and constraints in the current process that where seen as opportunity for improvement.

3.3 Research Task
Increasing the research funding as well as research space is one of the objectives that are described in the “Transforming the Flagship”. Cultural aspects and building sustainability are also two other factors taken into consideration. FAMA has several measures that would provide value to the alternatives, however, there was no process until this thesis work that would allow an integrated quantitative analysis of the portfolio. Each director would provide feedback of the best of their abilities, considering that each one has different technical and professional backgrounds. Unprecedented enrollment in the University these past years has generated a higher than expect budget for the Facilities Management Office to invest. Mike Johnson agreed to
partner with the Industrial Engineering department to develop an integrated computer based model that would assess the value of each alternative.

The following is a Gantt chart that represents the tasks as well as the timelines for each part of the thesis work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task Name</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Finish</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initializing and Kick-off</td>
<td>6/1/2014</td>
<td>6/30/2014</td>
<td>30d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Data Collection</td>
<td>9/1/2014</td>
<td>9/14/2014</td>
<td>14d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Modeling and Tool Development</td>
<td>9/15/2014</td>
<td>10/19/2014</td>
<td>35d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thesis Writing and Tool Documentation</td>
<td>10/5/2014</td>
<td>11/20/2014</td>
<td>47d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Thesis Submission and Approval</td>
<td>11/20/2014</td>
<td>12/31/2014</td>
<td>24d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Thesis Defense</td>
<td>12/1/2014</td>
<td>12/31/2014</td>
<td>36d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1 Gantt Chart for Thesis Work

Keeping the deadlines portrayed in the figure was essential to avoid getting caught in some phase that might need additional work hours based on continuous feedback provided by the decision makers such as the Modeling and Tool Development task.

In order to first understand the right decision process that should be modeled, as well as the mathematical concepts that would be needed in order to capture FAMA stakeholders needs, the Decision Analysis Process was used, which is discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4: Decision Model Development

4.1 Challenges
We begin by discussing soft skills as well as challenges that were taken into consideration while in the data gathering and model development phase of the project.

Human beings do not base their decisions solely on simple math. As simple as a decision can be, there might be some added complexity that serves as a trade-off between the interests of the decision makers, an additional factor that needs to be considered into a decision. The more complex the decision, the higher the level of understanding and analysis prior to “pulling the trigger”. Usually complex decisions, such as the one being studied in this work, involve multiple stakeholders, all of them with different perspective and leadership styles. The analyst’s responsibility is to be a facilitator between these multiple stakeholders, being able to engage in multiple meetings to make a common consensus among people. Once the common ground has been defined, the stakeholders should discuss the qualitative factors that might be needed to be included in the analysis, with constant feedback throughout the modeling process.

Because of the differences among different stakeholders, previous case studies have shown how common it is to get involved with “decision traps”, which usually hinder the project’s development and the system as a whole. Terry A. Bresnick provides us with some of the most common decision traps we usually experience in these processes that were applicable to the thesis work (Parnell, Bresnick and Tani 34-36):

1. Inadequate problem formulation: “Analysts often under constrain or over constrain the problem statement” (Parnell, Bresnick and Tani 35). It is really important to have the stakeholders’ needs and mathematical modeling in the same page. Analysts often believe that over constraining the model is beneficial in the sense that more complex formulation
is a way of showing off technical skills and knowledge, but stakeholders often discard such analyses because they are not realistic.

2. Decision paralysis by waiting for “all of the data”. There is seldom a project where the analyst will have all the data he/she required. Assumptions are often made with the decision makers’ approval. The analyst should be able to make the judgment on whether he considers that he has enough available information to initiate the analysis or not.
   Waiting for non-critical information might hinder the project’s deadlines and deliverables.

3. Looking for a 100% solution: The analyst should use its own judgment and know where to stop modeling. There will always be additional features inside the modeling that can be added. It is more beneficial to show an 80% accurate model in time that 100% model solution that missed a critical deadline. In addition to decision traps, the analyst and stakeholders often get influenced by cognitive biases. According to Parnell, “Cognitive biases are mental errors caused by our simplified information processing strategies, they are mental errors that are consistent and predictable” (Parnell, Bresnick and Tani 35). Below are two examples applicable to the thesis work that affects and influences the stakeholders’ decisions:

Information bias: It is the impulse or necessity of looking out for information even if it doesn’t add any value to the project. Data research requires time and dedication, to it is important for the analyst to know if whether data gathering will be something beneficial for the project.

Recency effect: Refers to adding more importance in current events as opposed to older ones. As an example, the University of Arkansas has seen unprecedented high student enrollment
in the past 4 years, however, this does not mean that the current trend is more relevant than previous years. The recent student growth might just be temporal, so it is important to consider the big picture.

4.2 Decision Analysis Process
A decision framework was necessary in order to effectively tackle the tasks and deliverables of the thesis work. The Decision Analysis Process, previously mentioned in the Literature Review chapter, provided the most adequate framework that allowed to correctly define which decision process was going to be used. It defined how the modeling development was going to be held, what assumptions and constraints needed to be considered in order to reflect what the stakeholders wanted, as well as an implementation procedure that allowed the new process to take place. The decision framework was chronologically used according to its applicability with the thesis work. Selecting the Appropriate Decision Process was the first step to be considered, which is discussed in the next section.

4.3 Selecting the Appropriate Decision Process
There are several decision processes in practice, some of them being currently best practices, as well as some being considered flawed. We used the dialog decision process. Dialogue Decision Process: It is a continuous structured dialogue among two parties: (1) the Decision Board, which are the decision makers/ customers that will be evaluating/implementing the project and (2) Decision Team, which are the analysts in charge of gathering all the information required, modeling the new process that is going to be used, and finally discussing with the decision makers about how is the implementation going to be handled. In each one of the phases, meetings are conducted to ensure that both parties are in the same page, and that the new process
being developed is consistent with the stakeholders’ preferences and needs. An illustration of the process is shown below:

Figure 4.1 Dialogue Decision Process

Jay Huneycutt, the Campus Planning and Capital Budgeting Director, was a great resource to understand the preliminary objectives of the Facilities Management team.

An initial meeting was held to present the preliminary findings based on the concepts taught in the Decision Models class to the Vice Chancellor of Facilities Management, Mike Johnson. Value Modeling, Multiple Objective Decision Analysis, and Portfolio Decision Analysis were part of the quantitative tools that would allow the evaluation of new construction projects, get an understanding on how the values would be assessed for each project, and finally present an example of how the methodology would portray a guided decision based on defined value measure by the FAMA stakeholders. The majority of the presentation was conceptual in nature. The goal of the meeting was to present the idea rather than the numbers. After seeing the potential that decision analysis could bring to FAMA’s decision process, Mike Johnson offered to fund the thesis research for the decision support tool.

There was a lot of information that had to be gathered. Multiple meetings were held with FAMA directors, for them to have update of how the development process is going through, and for the
analyst to get some feedback based on the information gathered and the stakeholders’ knowledge to include in the computer based tool.

4.4 Framing the Decision

Creating a good decision frame is fundamental to achieving the correct objectives that have been set by the stakeholders. “We did a great job on solving the wrong problem” or “We tried to solve everything and we never got anywhere” (Parnell, Bresnick and Tani 110) are several examples of how incorrectly defining the decision frame can cause unsatisfactory deliverables. We used three of the decision framing tools recommended by The Handbook of Decision Analysis.

4.4.1 Vision Statement

The vision statement uses three fundamental questions.

The first question, “What are we going to do?” refers to which steps are going to be taken in order to achieve the desired goal. The answer resides on the idea that the FAMA stakeholders wanted an unbiased, quantitative computer based tool that would allow them to define value on their construction projects, as well as providing guidance to possible set of decisions based on such model. The second question, “Why are we doing this?” refers to the motivation/reasons for the new process. Finally, the third question, “How will we know that we have succeeded?” refers to whether the new process is a success based on the stakeholders’ comfort with the model and preferences, rather than the outcome after making the decision. Based on the three questions, the vision statement for the thesis work would be:

“(1) An integrated strategic planning computer based tool will be developed to assess value for the Facilities Management prospective construction alternatives (2) This will be done to allow the stakeholders to get additional understanding when making budget allocation decisions based
on their available budget (3) Success will be evident whenever the stakeholders agree with the
development and new procedures for budget allocation decisions, agreeing with a model that is
consistent with the University of Arkansas’ ‘Transforming the Flagship objectives’.

4.4.2 Issue Raising

Issue Raising refers to defining all the stakeholders that should be considered in the analysis, as
well as identifying which possible environmental factors are applicable to each one of these
stakeholders. Whenever we are dealing with cross functional projects, there is often the case
where a group of stakeholders has different preferences or objectives than others. The purpose of
issue raising is to identify all issues that might arise because of the new decision process. The
issue matrix is a useful tool to summarize the issues. Based on conversation with stakeholders,
the following issue matrix was developed:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Factors</th>
<th>Facilities Management</th>
<th>Architects</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Deans &amp; Colleges</th>
<th>Neighbors</th>
<th>State Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budget Constraint Bond Issuing</td>
<td>Cost Overruns Delays Skilled Labor</td>
<td>Facility Fee</td>
<td>Fair Budget Allocation</td>
<td>Increased traffic due to constructions</td>
<td>Taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Resistance to Change</td>
<td>Resistance to change</td>
<td>Past Project Conflicts</td>
<td>Adheres to Legal State Requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>Past Cost Overruns</td>
<td>Past Cost Overruns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Allocation Compliance</td>
<td>Licensed projects</td>
<td>Building Authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral/Ethical</td>
<td>Allocation Ethics</td>
<td>Construction Ethics</td>
<td>Project Ethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethics in Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>Project Management Allocation</td>
<td>Project Assignment</td>
<td>Project assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adhere construction standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological</td>
<td></td>
<td>IT technological requirements</td>
<td>Technological Requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2 Issue Identification Matrix

The previous figure illustrates the relationships we were able to identify between the applicable
stakeholders and the environmental factors. Each one of these relations will affect the decision
process, so it is crucial for the Facilities Management Team, to keep in mind that implementing a new decision process will affect the stakeholders identified in the matrix.

4.4.3 Decision Hierarchy

“The decision hierarchy is a valuable conceptual tool for defining the scope of the decision” (Parnell, Bresnick and Tani 119). It is divided into three levels. The first level being the one that involves high-level decisions that have been already made. The middle level being the one contains decisions in scope as well as the decision constraints. The third level refers to decisions that cannot be fully defined at the moment and might have to be delegated in a later phase. Usually implementation decisions are in the third level of the decision hierarchy. Based on conversations with the FAMA stakeholders, the following decision hierarchy was constructed:

![Decision Hierarchy Diagram]

Based on the decision hierarchy shown previously, we can see that there are 4 main policies that we consider as done deals and that will narrow down the scope of the project and the alternatives. The first, being the one that the analysis won’t include any construction considered by the Athletic or Housing departments, is a defined policy because both of them are separate
entities that do not share the same sources of funding as FAMA does. Grants and private funding are processed in a different way in each department. Since the FAMA stakeholders are ultimately the customer, different construction projects defined outside of FAMA’s scope are not considered. Inside each alternative, there might be special sources of funding that could be allocated to a specific project. For development simplicity, the sources of funding an alternative can have are limited to 2 categories. Facilities fee and private funding categories. The majority of the projects have a lifespan of more than a year, so for modeling purposes, each project is annualized over a defined planning horizon, which is adjusted according to defined variables in a yearly based. The *FAMA Strategic Integrated Planning Tool* chapter discusses more in depth how these adjustments are made. Finally, the portfolio allocation is defined by a budget constraint which is the sum of all the different sources the Facilities Management team expect in a year per year basis (also discussed in Chapter 6).

Inside the decisions that have to be made to define the stakeholder’s focus, sustainability is among the first category that is considered. In the past years, improved sustainability has been a path that several departments in the University have opted to follow, FAMA is no exception. By increasing the sustainability factor in their buildings, the department is able to get funding incentives for the government as a prize for this focus. Stakeholders decided that even though it shouldn’t be the most important factor considered in the mathematical development, it should still be assigned a portion of an alternative’s value. It is one of the objectives portrayed in the Chancellor’s plan stated in the “Transforming the Flagship” document.

The vision stated in the same document proposes that by 2021, “The University of Arkansas will be recognized as one of the nation’s top 50 Public Research universities” (Transforming the Flagship 2). Additional research space is needed in order to achieve this vision, which should be
considered when modeling the way the computer based tool provides guidance decisions to the stakeholders. Finally, FAMA is in charge of construction projects that go beyond Education and General (E&G). There might be some special projects such as the construction of a new parking lot that is inside FAMA’s scope, but that do not provides as much importance as construction projects that will provide educational value to the students.

In the subsequent decisions level, we can mention as examples, two different categories that are considered. The first one being sustainability implementation. The people responsible for the construction implementation should take sustainability into consideration, based on the previous discussions with the FAMA stakeholders. Sustainability planning is as important as its execution. In addition, project management skills are required to ensure implementation goes smoothly and without any problems, considering the requirements and constraints set by the stakeholders.

4.5 Craft Decision Objectives
The section discusses how developing the appropriate functions, objectives and value measures should be considered before actually exploring the set of alternatives. Usually identifying the objectives is “more art than science” (Parnell, Bresnick and Tani 142). The stakeholders first wanted a fundamental objective that would be consistent with the objectives presented in the Transforming the Flagship document, as well as providing a reliable value assessment for each construction alternative. Based on several discussions with Jay Huneycutt and Peggy Comer, they agreed that Scheduling and Utilization where going to be among the top priorities in the objectives definition. However, it would be necessary to break down these two categories further down. Jay worked previously with the Central Scheduling Team at the Registrar Office in the University of Arkansas, and he was aware that they had software that had the data gathering capabilities of gathering enough information to accurately assess value to the alternatives. The
software and different data sources are later discussed in the Data Sources Chapter. The stakeholders mentioned how the current decision process would still need to be considered as one value measure in the new model. Even though the number of scheduled hours per building, was not a measure that was tracked at the time in a weekly basis, Central Scheduling had an average figure of the number of events per room that took place in each building. The objective would reflect the demand of scheduling based on the number of students requesting that specific alternative, which ultimately satisfied the stakeholders to include it as one value measure. The average utilization per building would be evaluated in a similar context as the previous one, in a per room basis, however, the utilization was an objective that had to be broken down in two.

Room Utilization and Seat Utilization. The first one would indicate the percentage of a business day (7:00 AM to 5 PM) a specific room was empty or not, and then doing a weighted average based on the room capability to have a building average. The second utilization would refer to the number of seats occupied whenever a room is scheduled. The idea here was to the maximum number of scheduled rooms in a building with the maximum amount of students in the room. All these three initial objectives were grouped in a single function, which was to Improve Building Utilization.

Objective number 11 in the “Transforming the Flagship” document states that “sustainability should be promoted across all University of Arkansas programs and activities” (Transforming the Flagship 2). In the initial kickoff meeting, Mike Johnson emphasized the importance of adhering with these practices and considers sustainability in the mathematical development and value hierarchy. Because of the previous statement, Consider sustainability was defined as the second function in the value hierarchy. Since sustainability was a new trending topic that was observed not that long ago, gathering data for the specific objective and value measure was a
concern. Sources provided by the Facilities Management team allowed this data gathering which is explained in the *Data Sources* chapter. Finally, the stakeholders mentioned how there were some differences in scheduling preferences when reserving a room for a specific class. In order to ensure academic excellence, the stakeholders needed to make sure that the room available had the capabilities and equipment that the class required. Some examples are a projector, a computer, among others. A third function was defined to capture the previous concerns, which was labeled as “Achieve Scheduling Preferences”. The function would be defined by a single objective (Max Preferences Measurements) measured by a single value measure, % of scheduling compliance.

The following figure is an illustration that represents the finalized value hierarchy built by the analyst and the stakeholders:

![Figure 4.4 Value Hierarchy](image)

The proposed value hierarchy provides the three functions that the stakeholders believe to define the value of the construction alternatives. For each function, objectives and value measures are defined. The alternatives to be considered/ evaluated are discussed in the next section.
4.6 Decision Alternatives

The Handbook of Decision Analysis provides some useful tools to develop creative and feasible alternatives to be assessed by the value hierarchy; however, in this case, FAMA provided the projects the list of projects changed throughout the thesis work. The table in the following page represents the final construction project list defined by the FAMA stakeholders:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Year Built</th>
<th>GSF</th>
<th>Private Funds / GIF / Grants / PPV (millions)</th>
<th>Facility Fee Bonds (millions)</th>
<th>Total Project Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIMPEL HALL / CLASSROOM BLOCK (COMPLETION)</td>
<td>Renovation</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>73,240</td>
<td>$9.56</td>
<td>$9.689,758</td>
<td>$9,689,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIENCE BUILDING (COMPLETION)</td>
<td>Renovation</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>53,748</td>
<td>(Note 1)</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td>$4,944,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINE ARTS CENTER (WHOLE BUILDING)</td>
<td>Restoration/Reno</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>116,915</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$10.82</td>
<td>$20,823,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY OFFSITE STORAGE BUILDING (STACKS REMOVED)</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$11.41</td>
<td>$11,412,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAYING FIELDS FOR UNIVERSITY RECREATION (THREE SITES)</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>Up to 100</td>
<td>$5.00 - $11.00</td>
<td>$15.00 - $20,000,000</td>
<td>$31,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS BUILDING / SYSTEMS RENEWAL (PARTIAL)</td>
<td>Renovation</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>116,022</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH CENTER AT ARKANSAS RESEARCH &amp; TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>$15.00 - $25.00</td>
<td>$6.00 - $7.00</td>
<td>$32,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES BUILDING (COMPLETION)</td>
<td>Restoration/Reno</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>33,385</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$9.80</td>
<td>$9,795,619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN A WHITE JR ENGINEERING HALL (COMPLETION)</td>
<td>Restoration/Addition</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>61,311</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$9.58</td>
<td>$19,590,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARKANSAS UNION / CONNECTIONS &amp; NORTH TERRACE</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMORIAL HALL (COMPLETION-INTERIOR)</td>
<td>Restoration/Reno</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>59,749</td>
<td>(Note 3)</td>
<td>$16.85</td>
<td>$16,845,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULLINS LIBRARY (RE-PURPOSE STACK AREA)</td>
<td>Renovation</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>69,260</td>
<td>(Note 4)</td>
<td>$15.44</td>
<td>$15,438,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGRICULTURE BUILDING (WHOLE BUILDING)</td>
<td>Restoration/Reno</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>52,415</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>$8.72</td>
<td>$18,721,361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NANO SCALE MATERIAL SCIENCE &amp; ENG / THIRD FLOOR LAB BUILD OUT</td>
<td>New (Interior Only)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6,790</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
<td>$5,990,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTRAL QUAD RENOVATION &amp; EXPANSION / WEST TERRACE</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULLINS MODIFICATIONS</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMPUS NORTH / SOUTH ENTRANCES RENEWAL &amp; UPGRADE</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (FY17 Dollars)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$75.00 - $31.00</td>
<td>$141.12</td>
<td>$232,111,876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Roofs all replaced/new between 2003-2014

Notes:
1) Classroom Naming Opportunities
2) Teaching Lab Naming Opportunities
3) Ballroom Naming Opportunities
4) Student Study Commons Naming Opportunities

Comments:
FNAR: Naming Opportunity
WCOB: Total reflects whole building renovation (was $10,746,788)
ARKU: $3M (reflects $1M Private / $2M Student Affairs) and $3M

Figure 4.5 Facility Renewal and Stewardship Plan Future Targets
As discussed in the *Decision Hierarchy* section, the Athletics and Housing construction projects are not considered in the project list. The list provides the funding required, both private and facilities fee based for each one of the alternatives. There are some alternatives that are defined by a range as opposed to a fixed value. In the private funding piece, there is uncertainty of how well the fundraising campaign for the University of Arkansas will go in the facilities fee funding category, even though the trend for student enrollment can be calculated, it cannot be predicted with 100% certainty. The range provided in the total FY17 dollars row is the estimated amount required to fund all the projects in the list. It is important to highlight that the list of alternatives illustrated in Figure 4.5 do not have to be executed in its entirety. Even though unprecedented enrollment increases and more than expected funding are two current trends, the available budget most likely will not exceed half of the total project list. The list being over a defined planning horizon of 3 years raised some interesting issues. The discount rate of money, as well as any additional increase in the student fee had to be considered. Ignoring these variables might understate or overstate the available budget over the planning horizon.

The following section discusses the development phase of the thesis work. From the data sources that defined the projects, to how the computer based tool was constructed, as well as the mathematical modeling used in the portfolio assessment.
Chapter 5: Data Sources

Before diving into how the thesis was mathematically modeled, it is important to understand where the data sources. Each one of the five objectives defined previously, as well as the budget constraint, where defined by four different sources illustrated below:

Figure 5.1 Data Sources for Planning Tool

Four out of the five objectives were gathered from a third party software called X25, developed by CollegeNET, Inc. Exposure to the software, as well as its capabilities and understanding were conducted by the one of the associates in the Central Scheduling Office at the Registrar’s, which is discussed in the next section.
5.1 Central Scheduling Procedures
Jean E. Mitchell, Room Scheduling Coordinator at the Registrar’s Office, provided invaluable information that allowed data gathering. She and her assistant are the only two people in the University that are responsible for class scheduling requirements and preferences. A general semester planning occurs typically the second month after the first day of classes of the previous semester. For Spring 2015, preliminary scheduling started as early as September. After the preliminary run is analyzed, each department in the University feeds their room scheduling requirements for next semester, into ISIS (Integrated Student Information System). Examples of some of the requirements that are provided:

- Class Frequency (MoWedFri, TuTh, MoWed, etc)
- Duration (50 minutes, 1 hour and 20 minutes, 2 hours, etc)
- Class Room Capacity (Max. number of students)

In addition to the class requirements, there are some specific requirements of each class, some examples include:

- Class Recording
- Projector
- Computers with specific software (AutoCad, Mathematica, etc.)

There is a deadline for filling out the requirements and scheduling preferences by department, which usually takes place a month and a half before the semester completion. After the deadline arrives, an additional analysis is conducted by Jean Mitchell, mainly to ensure that there are no scheduling conflicts that might arise as a consequence of similar class requirements. The scheduling plan is then sent to each department for approval, and notifications are sent allowing
each department to visualize their room allocation by the Registrar’s Office. There is the high chance that the department’s room allocation might not match what was originally requested, so possible alternatives are provided for the department’s to choose. Additional changes are made to the scheduling plan based on these additional scenarios, which usually is finalized one month prior to the semester’s completion. The final schedule is then sent to the Associate Vice Provost for Enrollment Service and Registrar, which approves the schedule for the following semester.

Optimization software is used to assist the Room Coordinator in her scheduling planning. Powerful data analysis and optimization tools allow the scheduling tasks to be reliable and efficient. The optimization software used by the Room Coordinator is discussed in the following section.

5.2 College Net’s X25, R25
Most of the room’s scheduling is done by a set of tools developed by CollegeNET, Inc. called the Series25®. “The all-in-one solution for scheduling” provides data gathering graphs that allow data interpretation to be easier and more reliable. It also provides mathematical optimization algorithms that generate scheduling plans in seconds.

The software series has two main components that are used by the Central scheduling associates in a daily basis:

1. Schedule25® Automated Classroom Scheduling: It is the optimization packet that processes all the department’s scheduling requirements and preferences and prioritizes the allocation based on the software’s defined attributes. For more information on how Schedule25 assesses mathematically prioritization, see the Appendix.
2. X25® Graphical Reporting and Analysis: It is the set of data analysis tools that provides useful visibility and trend recognition in scheduling and utilization. The software helps the user customize reports based on user defined preferences. Its exporting capabilities helped data manipulation into the development of the new tool much easier.

5.3 Utilization score measures and schedule preferences
As mentioned in section 5.1, X25 was the data source for 4 out of the 5 objectives that where defined in the value hierarchy. In this section, illustrations that represent the data, as well as the score measures for each one of the applicable objectives are discussed. For more information on useful scheduling and utilization trends for the University of Arkansas, see the Appendix section.

Room utilization was the first objective to be analyzed. X25 returned 45 records of room utilization for applicable buildings on the timeframe analyzed. A snapshot was taken in the business week of September 8th, 2014. At this time, the early class dropping events after the first week of school had already taken place, so the snapshot that was taken would represent the consistent trend throughout the semester. The following illustration shows the different room utilization for the 45 applicable buildings:
As we can see, Kimpel Hall shows the highest room utilization (55%). The Business Building, Bell Engineering, the Science Building and the Science Engineering Building are other buildings that show utilization rates around 40%. The illustration does not include any class placements outside of the set Business day time frame (8:00 AM to 5:00 PM). The evening classes were excluded because they would incorrectly lower utilization rates. Additional observations about the objective are discussed in the Discussion section.

The second objective considered was seat utilization. The same buildings had data in the X25 system for seat utilization. The data distribution for the seat utilization data available in the system is shown below:
As we can see, Futrall Hall is the building with highest seat utilization rate. There is a relation between room utilization and seat utilization. The Business building is a clear example. It has significant utilization rates for both objectives. This is not always the case. Some alternatives actually show an opposite direction. As an example, we can see how Gregson Hall has a really low utilization rate throughout the day; however, the seat utilization when classes are occurring is significant. This allows the stakeholders to understand and maybe consider scheduling classes in different alternatives where room utilization rates are low. Additional discussion about the subject can be found in the Discussion section.

The third objective considered was the average number of meeting hours per room for each building. The following illustration shows the data distribution for each building:
Figure 5.4 Average number of meeting hours per room

As the average meeting hours per room in a specific construction alternative is higher, a higher demand for scheduling classes in the alternative will occur. The Chemistry provides the highest value for this objective. There are some alternatives such as the Jean Tyson Child Development Center which show a lack of scheduling. If we go back to the Room utilization per building figure, we can see how the building presents a low supply in meeting hours per week (around 50), however, none of those 50 meeting hours are scheduled at all. This scheduling inefficiency will cause low utilization rates for buildings with similar scheduling patterns, which lowers their utilization rates, and affecting their total value as a whole.

The last objective that was taken from X25 had to do with scheduling preferences. Whenever a room is scheduled, the system validates if all the requirements required by the class have been
met or not (see section 5.1.1 for additional information about requirements). Based on these requirements, the system will categorize the scheduling allocation into one of four different categories:

- **Class preferences match room (Green):** When a department’s scheduling responsible fills out requirements and the Scheduler25 system allocates a room with all the requirements that were requested.

- **Partial match of class preferences to room (Yellow):** When a department’s scheduling responsible fills out requirements and the Scheduler25 system allocates a room with some, but not all, of the requirements requested.

- **Class placed did not get preferences (Red):** When a department’s scheduling responsible fills out requirements and the Scheduler25 system allocates a room with none of the requirements that were requested.

- **Class placed no preferences (Gray):** When a department’s scheduling responsible fills out a scheduling request without any specific requirements. The Scheduler25 system allocates a room based on availability.

Whenever a scheduling allocation falls under the yellow or red category, the department who got the allocation can ask for a schedule modification. There might be the case where a room needs all of the requirements for the class to take place, like a computer lab with specific software. Without those requirements, the department will need to request a schedule modification. The scheduling modification, if feasible, has to be done outside the Schedule25 system. The scheduling modification is a manual process as opposed to Schedule25. Some examples that will require some manual intervention from central scheduling might be:
• A professor needs their classes to be close to each other because he had an accident and he is having trouble walking.

• Schedule25 has allocated two classes that are in really far away from each other, the majority of the freshman Industrial Engineer students are taking both classes, so it would be difficult for the students to get on time to their second class.

Again, 45 buildings have data under the X25 scheduling system. For modeling purposes, which is discussed in the next sections, the green scheduling preferences are only considered. One of the goals of this thesis/project is to understand and give value to alternatives outside of the partial preferences categories. Scheduling should be as efficient as possible, so the value measure is assessed as a percentage of the green category compared to the whole scheduling meetings hours for a specific building.

The following illustration shows the data distribution for the fourth objective:
Like some of the previous objectives that were discussed, Kimpel Hall is the alternative with highest meeting hours, however, the objective is assessed as a percentage of the green category as compared to the remaining meeting hours for that building, so even though Kimpel Hall is the building which highest meeting hours, the value measure for that building will be around 80% (700 meeting hours in the green category divided by a total of 900 meeting hours). Old Main, which has half of the meeting hours as Kimpel, has a higher scheduling percentage (around 85%, 440 meeting hours divided by 520 meeting hours). The Jean Tyson Child Development Center is an alternative that shows no value for scheduling preferences, because no class has been scheduled in that specific building.
Each one of the objectives discussed earlier will have a value function that defines how the value measures will assess value to a specific alternative.

The data source for the last objective, sustainability, is discussed in the next section.

5.4 Facility Condition Assessment Database

The Facility Condition Assessment is a Microsoft Access database that contains sustainability measurements for all buildings at the University of Arkansas. FAMA prepared an initial estimate in 2003 by conducting a facilities condition assessment of capital assets in order to accumulate data to develop the facility renewal and stewardship plan. The Facility Condition Index (FCI) is a value measure that was defined to indicate building deficiencies. It assesses the replacement value for each construction. If the FCI is 0, then it means that the building is brand new and there is no replacement value. If the FCI is 1, then the replacement value equals to the monetary value of the construction. A construction alternative can have an FCI of more than 1. As an example, a FCI level of 2 means that an investment of double the total value of the construction will be needed in order to replace it to brand new conditions. In order to determine the FCI level for each building, audits take place that evaluate if there are any construction deficiencies or any depreciation that should be considered in the assessment. Depending on the number of significant building observations that the auditors make, an FCI value is determined. The buildings are then categorized by rankings. The following table illustrates the different ranking according to the FCI level each building has:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FCI Level</th>
<th>FCI Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 0.29999</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 to 0.5999</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 to 0.7999</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8 – 0.9999</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or greater</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.6 FCI levels and FCI ranks
The FCI Rank of “A” belongs to the buildings that have recently been constructed or that they have had a great maintenance history. Ranking B belongs to the middle aged constructions that have some deficiencies, but still have that overall new construction appearance. There might be some minor repairs that are increasing the FCI level, but the core structure is still in good shape. Ranking C refers to those buildings which have already have decades of operations, as well as some significant repairs that should be made to keep the building’s educational areas functional. These buildings are usually the ones where we see most student traffic, or the ones that have been built long time ago and their replacement value has increased over the years. Ranking U are those buildings whose replacement value exceeds the total cost of the construction, or special buildings such as the electrical Substation in Dickson Street. In the latter case, these buildings cannot be assessed with FCI levels because they serve a special purpose for the University of Arkansas. They are not E&G (Education and General) buildings where classes can be scheduled, therefore, they reside outside of the thesis’ scope. Buildings that fall under the U rankings are given a value on the sustainability function of 0. The more efficient and well maintained a building is, the more attractive it will be in a value standpoint. Something important to mention is that the FCI rank for a specific building can also improve. Assuming that the decision makers approve a renewal project for a specific building, the FCI level for that specific building will improve, since they are allocating resources to fix part of the building deficiencies. A total renewal will even bring the FCI level of the building back to 0. The following illustration shows an example of the FCA database output for Kimpel Hall in 2005:
Figure 5.7 Facility Condition Assessment Example (Kimpel Hall)

As we can see, Kimpel Hall is a 41 year old building. It is an educational building that has the most student traffic and meeting hours on campus, so it is understandable that the building will go through an accelerated depreciation process. It replacement value is more than 70% of the initial cost of Kimpel’s construction (adjusted to inflation). One of the auditors’ observations was that most of the terminal equipment has reached feasible life span. The equipment and systems in the building should be modernized for continued efficiency.

5.5 Enrollment Reports

The office of institutional research at the University of Arkansas provides detailed enrollment data per semester. Even though enrollment is not a factor that assesses value for a construction project, it definitely influences how financial resources are going to be allocated to the possible alternatives. The student enrollment is a key factor for measuring the budget available for the alternatives. The way the budget is calculated is discussed in section 5.5. The enrollment report
is released on the 11th day after the beginning of each semester. This allows capturing any additional enrollment in the first week of class, as well as students dropping during the first week. The students do not get charged any fee if they decide to drop out the first week, so this is quite a common circumstance. An example of the latest enrollment report for Fall 2014 can be found in the Appendix section. Unprecedented student enrollment increase is one of the reasons why the thesis project was initiated. The FAMA stakeholders wanted additional visibility on the student enrollment for the next years, so it was necessary to review the historical enrollment data to make a forecast for future years. The mathematical equation used to calculate the future student enrollment is discussed in section 6.4.

Now that the different data sources have been identified, the relationship and interaction between the data sources, as well as the software development and mathematical modeling are discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 6: FAMA Strategic Integrated Planning Tool

After several conversations with the FAMA stakeholders, a decision was made for the model to be developed in Microsoft Excel® for several reasons:

1. Spreadsheets are many times the best choice whenever there are some quantitative values that have to be shown. Executive summaries for the decision makers, as well as detailed analysis can be contained in a single excel file.

2. The software is familiar by all of the stakeholders in the FAMA team: Being ultimately the customers, it was essential for them to use a computer based software that was already familiar. Microsoft Access was another feasible alternative; however, some of the stakeholders were not familiar with it, which would’ve required training in the software.

3. It allows easy editing and updating with the right documentation process: The development included Excel functions such as VLOOKUP, SUM, or FORECAST that are already familiar by the stakeholders. This allows knowing the data sources relationships, as well as keeping the tables where the score measures are contained with current information.

4. The Solver function is the optimization engine included in Microsoft Excel can find the best possible alternatives for the available budget.

The model’s parameters are discussed in the next section.
6.1 Model Parameters

The computer based Excel model has been labeled as the “FAMA Integrated Strategic Planning Tool”. Its main objective is to allow integration of different sources of data into one single model that would allow to strategically guide construction decisions based on user defined constraints.

The following illustration shows the tool’s main menu:

![FAMA Integrated Strategic Planning Tool Main Menu](image)

Figure 6.1 FAMA Integrated Strategic Planning Tool Main Menu

Based on the illustration, the components of the model are divided as following:

- Parameters
- Budget Profile
- Projects
- Priorities (Swing Weights)
- Project Assessment
- Portfolio Assessment

Each one of the model components will be discussed in the next sections.
6.2 Projects

The Project’s Menu allows the user to define the alternatives to be evaluated by the decision makers. Each project will be defined by the followed parameters:

- **Project ID**: It is a unique number generated from the tool that allows identifying the project in the source data tables which will be discussed later.

- **Building Code**: It is the 4 letter acronym by which the project is identified. Whenever a Building Code is defined in the project information, the tool will gather historical information from that building in order to assess value (Explained later in section 5.2.7).

- **Project Description**: Is it the project description that allows the user to identify a name to the specific construction building.

- **Category**: It is the field that defines whether the construction will be New or a Renovation. Whenever a New project is evaluated, there won’t be historical information for all of the 5 defined objectives in the value hierarchy, therefore, the way the model calculate the score measures is different. The two alternatives are discussed more in depth in section 5.2.7.

- **Year Built (optional)**: Is it an informational field that allows the user to understand how many years have the construction been depreciated. It does not have any influence in a modeling stand point.

- **GSF (optional)**: It is the Gross Square Feet planned for the construction alternative. This allows the user to understand the extent of the construction’s planning.

The final two parameters define the project cost. It is broken down into two different categories. The Facility Renewal and Stewardship Plan have the same two different categories for each construction alternative:
1. Private Funding: It refers to the portion of the total project cost that comes from private funds, grants, gifts or any other private source that might help fund the project.

2. Facility Fee Funding: It refers to the portion of the total project cost that will come from the facility fee funding. The way the facility fee funding is calculated for the available budget as a whole will be discussed in the *Budget Availability* section 5.2.4.

The Total Project Cost will be a calculated field is the sum of both funding parts.

The user has the ability to enter as many construction alternatives as he/she desires in the tool. They are stored in a table that will alter be retrieved for the project assessment. The user also has the possibility of editing any information that has already been stored in the system. After the information is updated, it will be saved in the data source that contains the project information. Finally, the user has the ability to delete any project that should no longer be considered in the project and portfolio assessment. The following figure illustrates a snapshot of the Project Information Edit Menu that shows an example for Project number 3 in the Stewardship Plan:

![Figure 6.2 Project Menu](image-url)
Now that we have an understanding on how each project is defined, some parameters have to be defined in order to calculate the available budget as well as the time horizon, which are discussed in the next section.

6.3 Parameters

The following figure shows the different parameters that need to be defined for calculating part of the total available budget, which is discussed in the next section:

![Figure 6.3 Tool Parameters](image)

- **% Fee Withholding**: It is a fixed percentage that is used to account for how much of the facilities fee portion of the budget goes to previous debts. Additional discussion is presented in Section 5.2.4.

- **Base Year**: It refers to the year for which the planning horizon begins. This variable is important as it has a direct relation with the number of students expected to be enrolled for the defined base year.

- **Facilities Fee**: The Facilities Fee is charged in a per credit basis to each student in the University of Arkansas. It is one way Facilities Management obtains funding for their construction projects. It is necessary to understand the background of how this parameter has changed over the years. The facility fee started as $2.00 per credit hour in FY2009.
(2008-2009). Due to unprecedented student enrollment, the FAMA stakeholders pushed for a 5 year plan facilities fee increase to the Board of Trustees. One of the arguments presented to the Board was the necessity of additional funding to cover the increase in enrollment that the University was going to expect. The Board of Trustees approved a $2.00 per year increase for a 5 year period (2008-2013). This is one of the several reasons why the University has had a construction drive in the past years. The increase has finally established at $10.00, and has not moved for the next academic calendar. The FAMA stakeholders have worked hard this year in order to establish a new proposal to increase the fee. The approval is a complex process that needs to be completely justified, as it affects the overall tuition per student charged. There are restrictions on the fee increases by the University and the State of Arkansas. The preliminary proposal aims at approving a fixed percentage increase for the next 10 years. The FAMA stakeholders have not defined a fixed percentage of increase in the proposal, however, it was important to consider this increase in the modeling as one of the variables.

- Increase %: As discussed previously, the increase percentage variable reflects the facility fee increase in a per year basis. It will be applied as a percentage increase of the previous year of the budget series, which will be explained in section 6.4

- Student Enrollment (Base Year): This field indicates the expected student enrollment for the base year. The tool has a suggestion for the expected enrollment based on the selected based year in case the user is not sure about the value of enrollment in future years. The way the suggestion calculates the suggestion is based on a linear regression on the last 8 semesters. The following chart illustrates the student enrollment regression as well as the equation used to calculate the enrollment in the future years:
- Av. # of credits/student year: Since the facilities fee is assessed in a per credit basis, it is necessary to understand an average of the number of credit hours each year. In a similar way as the student enrollment data, a suggestion is included in the tool based on a linear regression that recommends the user a suggested value based on historical data. Based on the differences between undergraduate and graduate number of credits, it was necessary to under an average as a whole. Typically undergraduate students take around 14-15 credits a semester, while graduate students take fewer credit hours (around 12 credit hours) The following figure illustrates the regression used for the suggestion:
• Planning horizon: This field refers to the number of years the alternatives will be budgeted for. Each year, different budget sources will be defined in the Budget Profile (discussed in the next section), so the planning horizon defines the projects’ timeframe. As an example. Having a base year of 2015 with a planning horizon of 3 years, means that the projects will be considered for the 2015-2017 range. Each year will have its defined budget, but the portfolio allocation will be based on that 3 year total available budget.

Now that all the different parameters that drive the budget have been defined, the different parts of how the budget is constructed can be discussed. The parameters usually drive just one out of six different categories in the total available budget for the planning horizon, which are discussed in the following section.
6.4 Budget Availability

The available budget is the sum of 6 different components defined by the FAMA stakeholders. These six components will have a different value for each year in the planning horizon. Scott Turley, the utility operations & maintenance Director, is the one that gathers this information each year. He has created an excel template that allows visibility and easy data update as new budget components arise. A snapshot of the Excel Template is shown in the Appendix section.

The following figure illustrates how each one of the funding sources is defined in the computer based tool:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>General Operating Budget</th>
<th>Capital Lease (ESPCs)</th>
<th>Facility Fee (Annual Investments)</th>
<th>Facility Fee (Bonds from Debt Service)</th>
<th>Grants / Governmental / Endowments</th>
<th>Private Gifts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$51,478</td>
<td>$2,474</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,474</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$23,833</td>
<td>$3,663</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,820</td>
<td>$12,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$31,377</td>
<td>$4,768</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,956</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.6 Budget Definition in the Tool**

The categories are described as following:

1. General Operating Budget: This category refers to all the operating budget available each year. Some examples are, and not limited to: Renewals (Lvl 3 Planned Renewal, Delta T Capital Renewal, Mullins Creek Restoration, City of Fayetteville Match, between others), Auxiliary funding (Signage & Way Finding, ADA Compliance Review, etc.) and Energy Savings Performance Contracts net Savings (Utility Savings lee Lease Payment).

2. Capital Lease (ESPCs): This category refers to the generated available capital from energy savings. Based on current performance contracts established in 2009, there are three different contracts that provide funding to the total budget:
   a) Poultry Science – ESPC I
   b) Campus Wide Improvements – ESPC III (a)
   c) Campus Wide Improvements – ESPC III (b)
3. Facility Fee (Annual Investments): The category of the total budget that is calculated based on the parameters defined in the Strategic Tool’s Main Menu. The facility fee per year over the planning horizon is defined the following geometric series assuming the following variables:

BY = Base year  
CH = Average credit hour per student year  
FF = Facilities fee determined by FAMA  
PH = Planning horizon  
FI = Fee increase percentage  
SE = Student Enrollment for year t

The available budget for year $t$ will be defined by the following equation:

$$Facilities\ Fee\ Budget(t) = CH \times \sum_{n=0}^{BY+PH-t-1} FF \times (1 + FI)^n \times SE(BY+n)$$

Where:

SE$_t$ is equal to the base year enrollment in case year $t$ is the base year, or the following linear regression otherwise:

$$SE_t = 1056t - 2101552.5$$

We calculate the Facilities fee budget for year 2015 assuming the following data as an example:

BY = 2014  
CH = 25.53  
FF = $10.00  
PH = 3  
FI = 2%  
SE$_{2014}$ = 25,000

$$Facilities\ Fee\ Budget(2015) = 25.53 \times \sum_{n=0}^{2014+3-2015-1} 10 \times (1 + 2%)^n \times SE_{(BY+n)}$$

$$= 25.53 \times 10 \times (1 + 2%)^0 \times SE_{2014} + 25.53 \times 10 \times (1 + 2%)^1 \times SE_{2015}$$

$$= 25.53 \times 10 \times (1.02)^0 \times 25,000 + 25.53 \times 10 \times (1.02)^1 \times (1056 \times 2015 - 2101552.5)$$

$$Facilities\ Fee\ Budget(2015) = \$6,845,422.73$$
The previous facilities budget equation determined the maximum available funding for each given year. In reality, not all of this maximum funding value will be available on that given year. FAMA stakeholders have pointed out that a fraction of this total maximum is allocated to cover previous bond debts. It is applied in a per year basis to each one of the Facilities Fee Budget years over the planning horizon the following way:

\[
\text{True Facilities fee (t)} = (1 - \% \text{ Withholding}) \times \text{Facilities Fee Budget (t)}
\]

4. Facility Fee (Bonds from Debt Service): It is the portion of the budget that accounts for bond issues in a given year. The FAMA stakeholders have mentioned that whenever the percentage of % withholding on a given year is high, the University tends to issue bonds to gain some funding. As long as the University has enough money in order to pay the previous bond interests, the cycle can still go on. Usually the decision to issue a bond is a process that does not have any specific trend, but it is still a significant portion of the available budget that should be considered.

5. Grants/Governmental/Endowments: The category of the total budget that refers to any grants that or state match funding that is allocated to construction projects. The Arkansas Natural and Cultural Resources Council is one of the institutions that offer this type of funding.

6. Private Gifts: It refers to any private funding coming from affiliated institutions, alumni, city donors, etc. Usually these private gifts involve naming opportunities as an appreciation of the financial contributions.

The six different budget categories are aggregated into a single source of available budget, becoming the main constraint in the model. The total project cost for all of the selected
alternatives should not exceed this available budget. The way this constraint is considered in the optimization algorithm is discussed in section 6.7.

The previous figure 6.6 shows the budget allocation for the Facility Renewal and Stewardship Plan 3 year planning horizon. Based on figure 6.3 parameters, the total available budget for the plan is $47,985,910.

The tool has built in graphs that allow the user to understand how much each one of the budget categories represents out of the total budget. As the parameters are changed, the graphs are automatically updated. See Appendix for detailed budget breakdown.

6.5 Swing Weight Matrix
Now that the budget constraint has been defined, it is necessary to discuss the ways the FAMA stakeholders can define the value functions that provide value to the alternatives. Going back to the value hierarchy defined in figure 4.4, there are five different objectives, each one with its own value measure, that provides value to the alternative. The first three objectives where aggregated as part of the “Improve building utilization” function. Room utilization, seat utilization, and average events per room are the three value measures that define this function. The sustainability portion of the project assessment is defined by the “Achieve sustainability” function, which is measured by the % Match Preference. Finally, the Scheduling preferences function is defined by the % of Match preference as discussed in the previous section.

The following figure illustrates the Value hierarchy and priorities menu, where the stakeholders define the value function shapes, as well as their weight percentage:
Figure 6.7 Value hierarchy and priorities menu
The stakeholders have the ability to choose between six different function shapes that determine how the returns to scale for a given value measure is assessed. The shapes included in the computer based tool were defined based on several conservations with the FAMA stakeholders, as well as looking at most common function shapes. Before providing a brief description for each one of the function shapes, it is important to understand how the range of the function shape is defined. The function shape defines the impact of “swinging” the value measure from a worst to best level (range). Typically this is a fixed range like 0 to 100 or 0 to 10. The problem with a fixed range lies in the fact that value can be underestimated for an objective if the range definition is too broad. If we take room utilization as an example, there might be the case that all of the alternatives have a really low utilization rate, let say 30%. So if we define 0-100% as the range where the value measures swings, the best alternative will just have 30% of that objective. Defining 0 - 100% would not be realistic, because in reality, a construction alternative will never reach 100% of room utilization. The reason analysts usually take this approach lies in the fact that the value measures for all the alternatives should be included in the defined range. Utilization rates can increase throughout the years, so analysts usually define these broad ranges to consider possible value measure increases in the future.

This thesis defines the range in a dynamic way. Maximum values for each one of the five objectives can be defined, so the value measures will “swing” from 0 to the defined upper boundary. If we look at room utilization as an example from the previous figure, the defined upper boundary is 70%, so the value measures for that objectives will swing between 0 and 70%. The user has the ability to change the upper boundary as desired. The tool has built in functions that provide upper boundary suggestions for each one of the objectives except sustainability, which is a discrete function that is discussed in the following page. The function takes the
maximum value measure for the alternatives loaded in the system. The user has the ability to change the upper boundary if the suggestion does not match the user’s preferences.

Going back to the project definition in section 6.2, there will be projects that are prospective new constructions, so we unfortunately won’t have any historical information for any of the five objectives defined, for this case, “Defaults” values are defined in order to assign them to new construction projects. In the room utilization example, the default value is 30%, so if the project category is defined as new, that default value of 30% will be considered in the project assessment.

The user can pick from 5 different shapes that assess return to scale for a given objective the following way:

1. Linear Increasing: Taking room utilization as an example, as room utilization for a given alternative increases, the value for that objective will increase linearly. The value measure will swing from 0 to the defined upper boundary. The shape is defined by a linear function between two points (0, 0) and (UB,1).

2. Linear Decreasing: In an opposite way as the previous shape, as the level increases, the value for the objective will decrease. The shape is also defined by a line between two points, (0,1) and (UB,0).

3. Exponential Increasing: The shape is defined by the following exponential function:

\[
f(x, LB, UB, Rho) = \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{x+LB}{Rho}}}{1 - e^{-\frac{UB+LB}{Rho}}}
\]

\(LB = \text{Lower Bound}\)
\(UB = \text{Upper Bound}\)
\(Rho = \text{variable that defines the slope of the exponential function}\)
After several conservations with the stakeholders, the slope of the exponential function would have to be an intermediate between a linear and a completely sloped exponential function. A rho of 3 was considered as appropriate for exponential functions.

4. Exponential Decreasing: Using the same example, as the room utilization increases for a given alternative, the value for the objective will decrease. The function that defines the exponential function in this case is slightly different:

$$f(x, LB, UB, \text{Rho}) = \frac{1 - e^{-\text{UB} + x}}{1 - e^{-\text{UB} + \text{LB}}}$$

For both exponential functions, the user will be able to define the rho he/she wants to use in case the shape defined for a specific objective is exponential.

5. Normal (customized): A function familiar to the normal function was defined in order to account for a shape that would return the highest return to scale in the middle of the range. The equation that describes this shape is the following:

$$f(x, \mu, \sigma) = 2 \int_{-\infty}^{X} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma} e^{-\frac{(X-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

Where:

$$\mu = UB/2 \text{ and } \sigma = UB/\text{slope\_coefficient}$$

The slope coefficient is a variable in the tool that allows the user to define the slope of the normal in a similar way rho does for the exponential function. As the value of the slope gets bigger, the values that are into the side of the mean will decrease.
There is an additional discrete, which is sustainability. Since the value measure for this objective is defined by five possible ranks, a discrete function had to be defined that would determine the returns to scale for a specific score (ranking). The discrete function used was:

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & x = A \\
0.75, & x = B \\
0.50, & x = C \\
0.40, & x = D \\
0, & x = U 
\end{cases}
\]

Based on the different shape definitions, as well as the flexibility of adjusting certain attributes inside a function, the stakeholders have the ability to define how each objective will assess value to the project.

In reality, each measure will not have the same importance as others. The FAMA stakeholders have mentioned how sustainability, even though being a currently recent trend, it still does not account significant importance when evaluating decisions, therefore, the importance of sustainability should be less than the utilization objectives.

In order to account for this importance of each objective, “priorities” or weights are defined for each objective. The total value of a project will be the weighted average:

\[
v(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i v_i(x_i)
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i = 1
\]

Where:

\(v(x)\) = value for alternative x
\(w_i\) = weight for objective i
\(n\) = number of objectives
\(x_i\) = score for value measure i
\(v_i(x_i)\) = returns to scale for value measure i
The constraint that defines the weighted average states that the sum of the priorities should equal to 1.

Based on conversations with stakeholders, the following weights, shapes, defaults, Max upper boundaries, and slope variables were defined for each one of the value measures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Measure</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Defaults</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Rho</th>
<th>Slope Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Room Utilization</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Linear Increasing</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Seat Utilization</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>Linear Increasing</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Events per Room</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Exp. Increasing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCI Level</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Match Preference</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>Linear Increasing</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.8 Priorities Matrix Definition

6.6 Project Assessment

The Project assessment takes place after the alternatives; budget and the priorities have been defined. The tool retrieves information from the X 25 and the Facilities Assessment Database stored in a table inside the tool. See Appendix for example.

The menu is divided into 2 different tables, the score measures table, and the values table. The process is executed as soon as the “1. Construct Tables” button is pressed. The first table stores the scores for each value measure that is retrieved from the Data Sources Table, which contains X25 and FCA data. The second table stores values that are calculated from a built in function, giving the appropriate value to each objective based on the function shape and weight defined in the Priorities Menu. As we can see in the figure, each one of the shape are consistent with how they were defined previously on the Priorities menu. The built in function evaluates the shape of the function, as well the weight that has been defined for that particular objective, then, it gives an appropriate value based on the score stored in the Score Measures Table. The figure in the
next page shows a snapshot of the project assessment menu after the process has been completed. The process retrieves information from the Data Source table and populates in the Values Measures table. Depending on the project category (new or renovation), the data will be retrieved in different ways. If renovation, the data will be retrieved based on the project’s building code, there are currently 45 different buildings stored in the Data Sources table, so if there is historical data for that specific building, the process populates the Score measures table with historical data. If the project’s category is new, or the building code is not found in the Data sources table, the score populated in the value measure table will be the default value defined in the priorities menu. Taking Kimpel hall as an example (busiest building on campus), we can see that the process retrieves 57% as its building utilization. It is a renovation project that has historical data, so the value is project specific in this case. Looking at project 16 as the other example, we can that its value retrieved by the process for the FCI level is B. Project 16 is a University entrance renewal project that does not have any utilization rates, so the default is retrieved.
Figure 6.9 Project Assessment Example
One of the problems about using the default value for projects that do not have historical data, is that we would be comparing the value of this project with proposed default value that are not real, they are simply suggestions that tool gives to the user based on the proposed default values the stakeholders have defined. If we look at figure 6.9, there are 6 projects out of the total 16 that have default values. In a project assessment standpoint, these projects will have the exact same value, which is not realistic. The decision hierarchy defined in section 4.5 establishes that only educational and general (E&G) construction projects will be considered. There are some projects in the stewardship plan that are not applicable to the decision framing, however, they were still included in the project assessment if the stakeholders desire to take a look these projects’ value. The projects are excluded later in the portfolio assessment, which is part of the constraints definition in section 6.7.

In case the user is not comfortable with the score a specific project has been given under an objective, the user has the ability to manually change them in the scores measures table. Once all the desired scores have been changed, the user, by pressing the “2. Update charts” button, will trigger an update process which calculates the new value components chart. This is especially useful when we have a lot of projects with default values. Figure 6.9 shows the total value of each one of the alternatives broken down by the five defined objectives. In addition, it shows the alternative’s cost based on the project definition done previously. The way the tool allocates budget to the best alternatives is discussed in the next section.
6.7 Portfolio Assessment

The portfolio allocation uses the Solver optimization algorithm. In addition to the alternatives’ value, cost had also to be considered in order to create that would provide the best project not only by value, but also by cost.

Now that the values for each one of the alternatives are defined, the alternative’s cost should also be considered in the analysis.

The following figure illustrates the value vs. cost relationship for all of the 16 projects defined in the stewardship plan:

![Figure 6.10 Value vs. Cost Plot](image-url)

The idea here is to pick alternatives that provide the greatest value at a lowest cost, or in other words, the biggest bang for the buck. It is necessary to understand a prioritization method that allows measuring this relationship, and start allocating the budget towards the defined prioritization.

The Prioritization Index is a common prioritization technique that is used in portfolio allocation, which is defined by the ratio between the value and the cost of the alternative as shown below:
Priority Index = \frac{\text{Value of alternative}}{\text{Cost of the alternative}}

The Priority Index is calculated for each one of the projects, and then sort them by greatest priority index. We want to have an understanding of what the best vs. worst portfolios looks like, which is illustrated in what the decision analysis community refers to as the football graph, which is illustrated in the following figure:
Figure 6.11 Football Graphic (Range of possible portfolios)
As shown in the figure above, the alternatives are sorted by priority index. The Efficient frontier, or blue line in the figure, represents the best possible value that can be achieved for the least possible amount of money. The inefficient frontier represents the lowest possible value for the maximum amount of money. The figure gives us visibility in order to understand how much value my total portfolio could achieve, assuming that there is no budget constraint. The budget constraint is represented by a line in the y-axis, which limits the number of alternatives the optimization algorithm can choose from. We want to construct an algorithm that is as close as the efficient frontier as possible, so we can get the highest value of a portfolio, by the lowest cost.

In reality, stakeholders will not have the same preference for the alternatives. There might be some projects that are considered as a requirement and should be executed, or there might be some restrictions about the number of projects that can be executed for a specific type of project (Ex. Research Buildings). These and other realities create the necessity to introduce the concept of constraints.

Constraints are basically restrictions that limit the optimization model variables according to the stakeholder needs. As the constraints in the model increase, the overall value of the portfolio will stay the same or decrease. There might be a point were adding constraints will make the result of the optimization model infeasible. For example, let’s assume that we have 4 projects with a cost of 10,000 each, and a budget of 30,000. Assuming as well that there is a constraint that specifies that all projects should be funded for the given budget, the solution to this optimization problem would be infeasible.
Having a set of alternatives $I$, where each alternative $i$ has a value of $v_i$, and $y_i$ is a binary variable that defines whether the project is funded or not, the objective function will be to maximize the value of the portfolio by adding the value of each funded project. The objective function is expressed below: As described earlier, constraints should also be defined in order to consider the stakeholder’s requirements. The first constraint that should be considered is the budget for the portfolio. Our final model for optimization, considering the budget as the only constraints would be:

**Sets:**

$I = \text{set of alternatives } i$

**Indices:**

$i = \text{alternatives}$

**Parameters:**

$v_i = \text{value for alternative } i$

$k = \text{budget available in the planning horizon}$

$c_i = \text{cost for alternative } i$

**Decision Variables:**

$$y_i \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if alternative } i \text{ is funded} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

**Objective Function:**
\[
\max \sum_{i \in I} v_i y_i
\]

Constraints:

st.

\[
\sum_{i \in I} c_i y_i \leq k \quad (1)
\]

\[
y \in \{0, 1\} \quad (2)
\]

The previous optimization problem maximizes the alternatives’ value with budget being the only constraint. The optimization results are discussed in the Results chapter. In reality, there were some additional constraints that the FAMA stakeholders wanted to include. Excluding specific projects, allowing partial funding, or minimum and maximum percentages where among the constraints defined in the model, which are discussed in the next section.

The stakeholders have the ability to run the model with the optimization problem defined in the next section, as well as adding some constraints that might give them additional visibility in case they want to analyze some set of alternatives as opposed to all of them. The optimization problem defined earlier changes depending on the constraints the user defines. The following figure shows the Portfolio Assessment Options Menu where the user has the ability to add some additional constraints if needed:
**PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT OPTIONS**

1. Partial Budgeting

2. Specific Projects Constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT_NBR</th>
<th>PROJECT_DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KIMPEL HALL / CLASSROOM BLOCK (COMPLETION)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SCIENCE BUILDING (COMPLETION)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FINE ARTS CENTER (WHOLE BUILDING)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LIBRARY OFFSITE STORAGE BUILDING (STACKS REMOVED)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PLAYING FIELDS FOR UNIVERSITY RECREATION (THREE SITES)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BUSINESS BUILDING / SYSTEMS RENEWAL (PARTIAL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RESEARCH CENTER AT ARKANSAS RESEARCH &amp; TECHNOLOGY PARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES BUILDING (COMPLETION)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>JOHN A WHITE JR ENGINEERING HALL (COMPLETION)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ARKANSAS UNION / CONNECTIONS &amp; NORTH TERRACE PAVILION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>MEMORIAL HALL (COMPLETION-INTERIOR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MULLINS LIBRARY (REPURPOSE STACK AREA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>AGRICULTURE BUILDING (WHOLE BUILDING)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>NANO SCALE MATERIAL SCIENCE &amp; ENG / THIRD FLOOR LAB BUILD OUT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>CENTRAL QUAD RENOVATION &amp; EXPANSION / WEST TERRACE MULLINS MODIFICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CAMPUS NORTH/SOUTH ENTRANCES RENEWAL &amp; UPGRADE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.12 Portfolio Assessment Options
Partial budgeting is the first constraint the user is able to select. If partial budgeting is selected, then the decision variable, as well as the second constraint in the initial model changes. The decision variables changes from being a binary variable to a float variable.

\[ y \in \{0,1\} \rightarrow y \in [0,1] \]

The decision variable definition changes from being a discrete variable, to a continuous one defined from the 0 to 1 range.

Assuming that the stakeholders want to exclude a specific project out of the optimization algorithm, the respective check box has to be updated in the second constraint menu. If unchecked, the optimization model excludes that particular alternative from by adding a constraint to the model:

\[ y_i \leq 0 \]

Where \( i \) is the alternative that is excluded from the optimization problem.

Finally, if both constraints are selected, the user has the ability to define minimum and maximum percentages for a specific alternative. As an example, if the user wants to force the optimization algorithm to allocate at least 30% of the total project total cost to John A. White Engineering Hall, and have a maximum allocated budget to Kimpel Hall of 70%, the user by defining this percentages in the maximum and minimum values, will be forcing the optimization problem to allocate budget with these additional constraints:

\[ Max: \quad y_i \leq UB%_i \]

\[ Min: \quad y_i \geq LB%_i \]
Chapter 7: Results

Based on the decision hierarchy developed by the FAMA stakeholders, one of the framing procedures that was established excluded projects that are not E&G. Out of the total 16 projects in the Stewardship Plan, Projects 4, 5, 15 and 16 were excluded from the analysis. These projects did not have any historical utilization rates because of their project type, in addition, classes are not scheduled in any of these projects, so it would not provide any value to the students, faculty or any education stakeholders. Two different scenarios were considered, one being the optimization problem with binary variables (yes/no decisions), and the other one allowing partial funding to the mix. The figures in the following pages illustrate the tool’s output for both scenarios:
Figure 7.1 Portfolio Allocation result based on (yes/no) decisions
Figure 7.2 Portfolio allocation result allowing partial funding
As we can see from figure 7.1, based on the optimization result, there are 5 projects that we should fund. The projects are sorted by priority index, so the Arkansas Union is the project with highest bang for the buck. Based on the football graph, we can see that the budget available is really low compared to what the cost of all the alternatives is (just 20.71%). Therefore, it is really important allocated the budget available we have as efficiently as possible. The green point in figure 6.1 illustrates the value of the portfolio that was achieved, as well as the budget used. The decision summary provides useful information that allow the stakeholders to understand the value achieved, as well as the budget utilized. A 35.2% of the total value of the portfolio is achieved based on this decision, being the budget the only constraint run in the model.

In the second scenario illustrated in figure 7.2, we can see that in addition to the original 5 projects that were allocated with the previous model, there are 4 projects that have the opportunity of being partially funded. One important note is that if the minimum ranges are not defined in the portfolio assessment options menu, the percentage allocated to a specific project can be as low as 1%, in reality, we are certain that this is not going to happen. The user can run additional scenarios exclude the project that have really low allocation percentages based on these results, to then have a realistic visibility of the total value of the portfolio achieved. The portfolio value achieved is higher than yes/no decisions (37.76%), and the budget utilized is close to a 100%. This infers that having partial funding is beneficial as we are utilizing our resources the best way possible. Memorial Hall is the only project that is a candidate for partial funding in reality, having a funding opportunity of more than half of its project cost. The dynamic way the tool is built allows the FAMA stakeholders to draw different scenarios that will support their planning and implementation decisions.
Chapter 8: Conclusions

Below are some important conclusions the stakeholders should be aware of when using the developed Integrated Strategic Planning Tool.

The strategic tool is an integrated model that assesses the best portfolio decision based on quantitative values only. It does not assess some qualitative values that might influence in the decision. FAMA stakeholders might have a different way of accessing qualitative factor that should be taken into consideration for the decision as opposed to the Board of Trustees, so discussions to level the playing field have to take place before reaching to a final decision.

The Strategic Tool provides guidance rather than making decisions. It is a quantitative value added way of allocating budget. In the end, decision makers will always make the best judgment. The tool is a guidance source that can help with such decision.

- Additional constraints or objectives could be considered, so the model developed provides a baseline that can be modified and enhanced according to the stakeholders preferences and needs in the future.
- The utilization rates and scheduling preferences might become outdated in the long run, so the FAMA stakeholders will need to make sure that the utilization rates built in the tool are the most update ones based on conversations with central scheduling.
- No model is ever perfect, the project allocation was built in the best way possible with assumptions that are discussed in this work, however, it gives the FAMA stakeholders a new way of evaluating their priorities for construction alternatives, to ensure that the ultimate University’s goal is met, providing the best facilities for academic excellence.
8.1 Future Research
The following are ideas for future research:

- The value hierarchy does not have a function for research capability. Since becoming one of the top 50 research schools is one of the goals mentioned in the “Transforming the Flagship” document, an additional function could be added in the functional value hierarchy to capture research space in the construction alternatives’ value.

- Constraints in the optimization model can be added to allow the FAMA stakeholders to construct additional scenarios. Limiting the alternatives funding by construction space could be one of them. The gross square feet (GSF) is a parameter that is already included in each alternative’s definition, which can be used to add a new constraint in the portfolio analysis, in a similar way the budget allocation percentage was considered.

- The construction time for each one of the alternatives was not considered in the optimization problem. As an example, 3 month projects might be preferred to 3 years projects based on the urgency the University has to fill unprecedented increasing scheduling demand. Adding construction time to the value hierarchy could also be another way of considering assessing this factor.

- The functional value hierarchy represents the interests of FAMA stakeholders. Scheduling preferences is the only objective in the value hierarchy that considers stakeholders preferences outside of FAMA. Having additional meetings with student representatives, state regulators, and other stakeholders that might be affected by constructions could be a good start to add some additional functions in the defined value hierarchy that assesses everyone’s preferences.
• Cost and schedule uncertainty could be accessed as a factor in the model. For projects of the same cost and time, FAMA would prefer a project that had less potential to exceed cost goal or schedule goal.
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Appendix A

A.1 University of Arkansas landholdings memo

The memo shows The University of Arkansas landholdings within the county in the beginning of 2013. The document helped understand the current extension of the constructions the University holds, as well as evaluating how the new prospective construction alternatives will add to the different Divisions of the University.
A.2 Room Supply vs. Demand

The figure shows the demand per building in meeting hours for each one of the buildings in the University of Arkansas. Kimpel Hall is the one that provides the most available meeting hour, as well as being the construction with highest utilization. This measure was part of the previous prioritization process the FAMA stakeholders used. The average utilization across all buildings is around 42%.
A.3 Room capacity placement by College

The figure shows the actual student enrollment per room capacity (in ranges of 20) for each building. As we can see, the College of Arts and Sciences is the one having the most meeting hours in the analyzed week. Classes ranging in a capacity between 21 and 40 are the most used on campus. In addition, we can see how around 40% of that total scheduling for the 21-40 example in the College of Arts falls below the room capacity, which implies that the average class size falls in the mid to low 20s.
This figure is another way of representing the meeting hours per college. The College of Arts and Sciences is the one having the most meeting hours. This shows a strong relationship between the building that is used the most (Kimpel Hall) and this college. A lot of the college’s classes are scheduled there. The second position falls into three different colleges, all of them having similar demands. Bell Engineering and the Walton College of Business are some building examples which meetings hours are driven by these Colleges.
A.5 Meetings planned per college throughout the day

The figure represents the number of meetings per building in a University’s business day. The gray range (10 AM to 2 PM) represents the business peak hours for scheduling. Each college has a limit in the number of classes that can be schedule in peak time. Each department in each college should plan accordingly to provide some time alternatives for their classes. If the peak’s capacity is reached, Scheduler will automatically look and allocate for a substitute room that matches the criteria defined by the department.
A.6 Class Mapping per Room/College

The figure shows how X25 allows visualizing the average seat utilization across all rooms per building. This is really useful when trying to understand which class about of each college is the one that is used the most, as well as in which building it is scheduled. The bigger the square representing a room, the bigger the capacity. The greener the square, the better the average seat utilization in that room. Some squares are white, which allows to identify rooms that are not being used at all. Some might be special rooms that are not available for education purposes, but some of them will highlight scheduling inefficiencies that can be improved.
A.7 Class/Event Time distribution throughout the day

The figure represents the start time frequencies for a business day across all buildings. The scheduling peak (10 AM to 2 PM) is what limit classes starting from this time range to be overscheduled. As soon as the scheduling peak finishes, we can see a big bump in scheduling at 2 PM (over 1200 meeting hours). Starting at the hour sharp is the biggest trend in starting minutes (2900 hours), in addition, the two most frequent duration for a class are 50 minutes (3200 hours), and 80 minutes (2100 hours).
### Schedule Distribution

**Fall 2014/Fall 2014 Census with ELC (2nd snapshot)**
From 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM on Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Week of Sep 08 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Total Enrollment
- 0 - 6
- 7 - 35
- 36 - 210
- 211 - 1247
- 1248 - 7408

Data Exported: Sep 30 2014

Generated by X25, Oct 04 2014 5:35 PM

---

A.8 Schedule distribution in a business week
A.9 Weekly Meeting Pattern

The figure represents the most frequent class patterns throughout a business week in the University. Based on the illustration, we can see that a 50 minute class, 3 times a week, is the pattern that is used most frequently (with around 2150 meeting hours). 75 minute classes, two times a week, is a pattern used commonly as well. The “other” bar represents classes which do not have a fixed scheduling meeting time. Example include: Drills, Senior Design Meetings, Labs, between others. Because they englobe different variable patterns that are group together, they provide some significant meeting hours in the figure.
A.10 Enrollment Report Fall 2014

This report shows the enrollment numbers for Fall 2014 at the University of Arkansas. The report is broken down into different sections that allow understanding the different type of students enrolled in the University. Gender, immigration status or ethnicity is among some of the categories that are present in this report.
This figure shows the Excel spreadsheet the FAMA stakeholders use in order to document the different categories of budget they have available for construction projects. Each one of the six different categories defined in the budget modeled is included in this spreadsheet. The utility operations & maintenance director in FAMA is the one responsible for maintaining this document up to date.

This is one of the key sources that allows to support the necessity of additional funding to the Board of Trustees. There are recurrent funding sources such as the facilities fee, as well as one time funding such as the ARRA stimulus. The recurrent funding sources will also change based on student enrollment and the facilities fee, so it is important to keep the document up to date.
This figure shows the cumulative resources by budget category for the 3 years in the Facility Renewal and Stewardship Plan. As we can see from the figure below, there is a budget spike in 2016, which can be explained by the $12 million bond issue that will be happening on 2016. The remaining categories remain fairly stable through the planning horizon. The bond issue gives the Facilities Management Office the ability to fund additional construction and projects because of the increased budget. The decision of whether to issue a bond or not for a given year is determined by the FAMA stakeholders, with the Board of Trustees approval.
A.13 Piece Chart for Budget Categories

This figure shows a different way of illustrating the different budget categories. As we can see, the majority of the budget comes from private gifts. This can be explained due to the fund raising campaign that the University of Arkansas has been focusing on for the last years. The facilities bonds are another resource that can be significant, especially if bonds are issued over the planning horizon. It is important to highlight the fact that the Facilities Fee (Annual Investments) category is the only one that has a constant source of income (supported by the Facilities Fee). The remaining categories are usually variable and can vary significantly over the years.
A.14 Total Resources by budget category

The figure is just another representation of how the Strategic Planning Tool allows the stakeholders to visualize the budget by year. We can see the same spike that was mentioned on figure 8.12 as a consequence of the bond issue that is expected to take place in 2016.
### Snapshot of X25 and FCA Database Table (Data Source Table)

This figure illustrates a snapshot of what the source data for the project assessment looks like. This data combines the X25 utilization rates, the scheduling preference percentages, and the FCI ranking into one single source for the tool to gather its information from.

After the process is executed, the respective score for each one of the five value measures is retrieved from this table, as well as automatically populating the project assessment, calculating the value of each one of the alternatives.